The Anglo-Slovak interface
With a focus on Slovak Language Services in the UK
Left: The Czech Republic and Slovakia.
Historically, their position was described as
“in the heart of Europe”.
Dedicated to all those in Slovakia who I loved in my
childhood, in the multilingual and multicultural
city of Bratislava, where three nations lived
together side by side (Slovaks, Germans and
Hungarians) and have not known
hate.

Since
Neville
over
parts
of
the Checho-Slovaks
themselves in 1938,
over a country that
Britain counting 62
inhabitants became

Chamberlain signed a Treaty to hand
Czechoslovakia to Hitler without giving
the opportunity to comment on
while saying … why should we go to war
is so far and of which we know so little,
million, and Slovakia with its 5.5 million
members of the EU.

If the part of the history interests you:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cS5GglsNKyo&feature=related

As a teenager, I believed that all of this was just invented Soviet propaganda,
because I read English classics, and came to the conclusion that the Brits valued
honour very highly, indeed. Should my information on these events have come
from Wikipedia, I may have missed them altogether. My blind admiration for the

Brits continued into my adulthood. On emigrating from Slovakia in 1982, it had
been disclosed to me, that secret files about me carried the warning: “She loves the
Brits.” I worked for an international trade organisation. Foreign contacts of
employees who held the authority to sign major contracts on behalf of the State
were monitored. I was 31 at the time.
Czecho-Slovakia became included into the Eastern Bloc in 1948, and her descent
from an affluent capitalist country on par with Austria, or Switzerland, to a minor
satellite of a peasant empire built around countries like Bulgaria continued. It did
not mean intellectual descent. The country neighbours the west, and the capital
of Slovakia, Bratislava, 50 miles down the Danube from Vienna, retained its full
access to all Austrian media. Educated Slovaks spoke German. The image of
Slovakia as a backward country with uneducated ignorant people that greeted me
in the UK could only be the sign of a complete absence of any genuine interest in
Slovakia. The main source of knowledge about the Eastern Bloc to an average
Briton in 1982 seemed to have been “James Bond”.

Official documents in 2013, including my badge as an interpreter via a language
company marketing itself as “the best”, call the Slovak language “Slovakian” (and
the people “Slovakians”), even
though the English language
knows no such grammatically
correct word, and it sounds similar,
as would be calling the English people “Englandians”. I had been correcting the
name of the language on my job sheets, but the company advised me not to draw
the clients’ attention to the mistake. It seems that nearly eight decades after the
Munich Treaty, many still know of Slovakia very little, including those who make
money from Slovak services. This does not stop people from having an opinion on
the Slovaks.

In

a country with anti-discriminatory laws and

political correctness in relation to any other ethnic
group, in a judicial system built on precedents, in a
small claim at a Magistrates, a person suspected to
be of Slovak descent can be interrogated on their
place of birth, and on their name and education, and the Judge can move the

meeting which would be “informal” for anyone else, to an official courtroom with
the Court rising, where an audience may be invited to witness how the claimant will
have their case decided without any apparent further consideration to the merits.
The claimant may even receive in front of the audience a Restraint Order preventing
them from seeking further Justice. If it later shows that the decision was wrong and
the claimant, who may be a loyal and obedient British citizen for 25 years, seeks a
redress, an Appeal need not be allowed, and the Office of Judicial Complaints will
NOT find such conduct to have constituted DISCRIMINATION.

The

EU countries committed themselves to providing language assistance for

essential public services for their respective visiting workers.
I had a meeting in 2009 with several executives of an NHS organization. They told
me that some of them spent more than a year formulating their requirements for a
language contract. A spokesperson for the organisation later stated in an internet
press release that the chosen language company was “extremely technically
competent”. It won the contract following a “three way pitch”, and “its staff best
understood the organization’s (“our”) requirements”.
I have written proofs, signed statements, and I witnessed myself first hand, what
this seemed to have entailed for the Slovak patients. Following my concern that as
the result of the new contract the patients may effectively have lost their services,
the organisers issued to the patients letters pledging to organise meetings with
“more detailed lectures” (NHS letter of 12.11.09), and they invited feedback on the
Slovak services now rendered via new Staff. One area of a city was proportionately
most involved.
Left: Street pictures courtesy of local media.

To date have the results of this publicly
funded survey completed in 2010 not
been fed back to the Slovak community.
The organisation allegedly still uses the
same language company 3 years on, and
it now may be official - the language
company that won the Slovak contract
following a “three-way-pitch”, appears to have no Slovak interpreters to supply. A
GP surgery sought Slovak services in attendance for a complex case in summer 2012
for which, they felt, telephone service would not suffice. I am referring to my

dialogue with the practice manager which I followed up with an e-mail to the
practice senior partner. The administrators refused to allow the doctors to use an
attending Slovak interpreter outside the contracted company, even though the
contracted company could not supply a single Slovak, or even Czech interpreter, I
was told.
But the public tender was issued for each of the languages individually. So what
happened to the interpreters who, based on quoted “BS5750 or ISO9002”, won the
Slovak tender in 2009? During my meeting with the executives on 09.09.09 I asked
to be given any name of a Slovak interpreter by the new company, and they could
not give me a single name.
At the occasion of winning the contract in 2009 the Business Development Director
of the language company was quoted to have said: “We … provide language services
to NHS … throughout the country…” – All at the same level?
The level of language services in the NHS did not seem to vary too much across
several language companies. The appended leaflet (scroll) was made available to
anyone enquiring about the condition, and/or attending relevant clinics.
NB: The Department of Health and the relevant NHS hospital trust were informed of the facts
as soon as it had been possible in 2009 - 2010. Proofs in form of documents, letters, statements,
and a Petition, were made available to relevant bodies and representatives in the UK, Slovakia,
and the EU since March 2010. Information on the events was released into the public domain
on the internet in the UK and the EU since summer 2011.

This does, of course, not mean that a Slovak cannot receive high honours in Britain.
Mr Zervan, a former Slovak Ambassador in London (2007-2010), makes sure to
point out that no-one before him representing Slovakia was valued by the Brits as
much as him.

Mr Zervan had been bestowed
the honorary Freedom of the
City of London, “as a gesture of
appreciation of the Slovak
Ambassador’s work for the
development of relationships,
commerce
and
enterprise
between Slovakia, the City of
London, and the United
Kingdom”.
In a personal
announcement published on
SME.sk, on the 27.12.10, Mr. Zervan claims that the award represents a proof of the
“high quality of his diplomatic work”. The award came 11 days before Mr Zervan
had been called off before his term over a villa in London amidst accusations of
deals not in the best interest of Slovakia.
In his personal announcement Mr Zervan rejected any accusations regarding his
person and described them as “politically motivated”.
Mr Zervan and his wife, Mária Zervanová, gave in September 2010 an interview to
Slovenka.sk in which they stated that they have a two-career marriage in that Mr
Zervan works in London, but Mrs Zervanová
works in Slovakia, where she owns a wellestablished firm of Court Bailiffs. The couple
however, work very well together, as a team.
They often converse with each other on Skype,
for up to an hour, while Mrs Zervanová sits at
her computer.
(Comment Corascendea:
Possibly with an access to details of struggling
Slovak companies forced into liquidation, and
available for grabs?)
The picture on the left taken from an independent
website shows contemporary Slovak humour comparing
“The wall of wailing in Jerusalem” with “The wall of
wailing in Slovakia”.

Mr Zervan explained to the Slovak journalist that, as a freeman of the City of London
he has certain traditional privileges, while naming the right to be hung by a silk,
rather than an ordinary cord, as the first such privilege.
A title on embassymagazine.com, in its Heads up of 4th January 2008, calls Mr
Zervan “The raving Ambassador”. It mentions “immigration hysteria dominating
British headlines”, and Mr Zervan, who is also described as a “clubbing enthusiast”
who likes to go raving with his wife and her five friends, is alleged to have said that:
“Slovaks have given back much to British Society”. – In what form?

The “immigration hysteria dominating British headlines” may not actually have
been triggered by Slav Slovaks. Bad press regarding alleged Slovaks tends to show,
or mention Asian descendants called “Roma” which and, however, the British
journalists did not bother elaborating on, possibly in order to avoid being accused
of racism by Asians in Britain. These two Slovak groups do not share their
predominant lifestyle.

Left: A young Roma
mother and her child,
and a Roma community
speaking to the media

The Slovaks do not lightly tolerate the antics of anti-social groups at home, refer to
YouTube.

Back in Slovakia the independent media speak of a criminal sell-off of the Slovak
industry, and of her natural resources, and an English journalist living in Slovakia

Right: Two Slovak girls at a fete,
and a Young couple weds in
traditional costumes
(For equality, groups shown
against unfinished dwellings).

wrote a book entitled “Gorilla”, about corrupt politicians and other representatives
who had “tunnelled out” the economy.

Blogs by ordinary citizens speak of a Slovak social genocide.

Couples are reluctant

to have children for the fear of not being able to
raise a child on an average national salary €770,
and with a rising level of unemployment.
Medication, even on national health, is more
expensive than in Britain (cost varies according to
drug), and the banks have introduced charges the
UK customers have not even heard of.
The EU may encourage Slovakia towards harmonised prices of goods and services
while a similar push towards harmonising pensions seemingly fails to take place.
Prior to becoming “free” in 1989, Slovakia did not know homelessness. Now there
are people who are sleeping and dying on the streets,
and the elderly are reduced to begging, on an average
pension of just €375. A mother in a tower block has tied
her child around her waist and jumped to death from a
top floor balcony to escape poverty and hunger. Tower
blocks are sold off to foreigners.

The World population continues to grow, and small Slovakia’s population struggles
to hold on to 5.5 million in 2012, with minor reductions in absolute terms appearing
since 2001. Source: Štatistický úrad Slovenskej Republiky http://portal.statistics.sk.

While the nation turns into cheap labour and servants to foreign owned interests
in their own country, the UK entices its more affluent senior citizens to settle in
Slovakia by offering financial perks, and whilst drawing attention to the interest of
those who will inherit after them (Guardian 2012):

During Slovakia’s era behind the iron curtain, the parents of today’s adults believed
that the grass is greener in the west. Some of their children’s hunger for western
perks continues to be strong enough to assists in the stripping of Slovakia of its
remaining assets – including cultural assets, not just economic.

With no effective measures taken to protect the Slovak language, I do not believe
that there will be any need for Slovak linguists in another 10 years’ time.

Advertisements in particular, are neither Slovak, nor English; they are a ridiculous
mixture of mixed up words from both languages.

It seems that in order to get a job in Slovakia, the applicants are expected to parade
any English words they pick up, while their mother tongue increasingly remains
limited to second class citizens deemed to die out due to harsh economic conditions
and societal neglect unthinkable in other European countries.
Mainstream Slovak media almost entirely in foreign hands show Slovaks smiling,
while now enjoying a western lifestyle. Fast-food goes on the market, while fertile
Slovak pastures lay barren. Traitors employed in the media downplay the extent
of dissatisfaction. Instead, they speak of freedom and success without specifying
exactly whose freedom and success they have in mind.

Image is everything, some say, and the “Slovak image” appears to have crossed the
ocean. Director Eli Roth with producer Quentin Tarantino decided to “popularise
a country that Americans do not even know it exists” (Roth) with their movie
“Hostel”, showing backpackers falling prey to a brutal torture ring at the hands of
Slovak women. The actresses did not speak Slovak, they spoke Czech.

For those not familiar with the 'Hostel' (2006), it had been described as … “a blood
and gore horror film that remains one of the most
gruesome horror movies to ever make it big in
mainstream cinema, showing lopped heads,
hanging eyeballs, sliced heels, sawed legs and
horrifying bloodbaths, to cut a long story short! …”
Producer Quentin Tarantino, apparent fan of Slovakia.

“It plays upon people’s deepest fears and most destructive vices to create the
impression that the unknown is sinister and threatening.”
http://www.hostelsclub.com/article-en-597.html (28.11.12)

So much for popularizing a country people do not know it exists!
The best part of 'Hostel' is that supposedly it had been based on a true story, and it
had been marketed in this vein.
No James Bond ever managed to present a picture of a faraway country so opposed
to reality, and as sick, as this! The story has absolutely nothing to do with Slovakia.
In an interview (http://www.joblo.com/horror-movies/news/interview-eli-roth-03) Roth is
alleged to have said: “I told Quentin Tarantino the story, and he said “You have to
write this. Fuck all these other projects – you have to write this idea now!!!!

… I am very lucky to have good people around me to bounce ideas off of. They bring
out the best in you.”
One wonders what would have been the chances of a similar movie claiming to be
showing women of some other countries. And why the difference?
Is it the case that with regards to some countries lies and distortions are
encouraged, while elsewhere they would be a serious crime screaming for
international boycott and prosecution?
Perhaps a nation that is already undergoing gradual cultural and economic
annihilation must be portrayed as sick, stupid and evil, if only to suppress the
conscience of those at home.
Actual Slovakia:

Pictures: Left the Slovak capital Bratislava, the Kosice Cathedral, and a view into Slovakia from the
Polish border, top the High Tatra mountains. Middle: a Church interior and right the ruins of the
ancient castle at Devin.

Appendix: Publicly distributed General NHS Leaflet on Chlamydia
in alleged Slovak (scroll)

The person translating this piece, as you can see in the top right corner, did also not
know the name of the language. I already explained that a “Slovakian” language
does not exist.
They did not use the Slovak alphabet with appropriate diacritics, which the Brits
tend to call “accents”, as the result of which nearly all words are misspelled. They
applied the English spell checker on Slovak, as the result of which the machine
shifted some letters between words, so parts of the text are in English. See line 4,
the words “sad” and “at”. In Slovak it should have been words “sa” and “dať”.
With the translator him or herself seemingly unable to spell,
the words also have missing letters, an example of this may
be in line 3 the word “mlasim”. There is no such word as
mlasim in Slovak, but the context suggests it should have
been “mladším” (those who are younger). Some of the
mistakes may be typing errors.
At this point one would already doubt whether anyone in
their right mind could possibly present a translation of this
standard for general dissemination in the NHS. It gets even “better” when one
bothers to read what the leaflet actually suggests to the unsuspecting reader.
Slovak grammar requires accuracy; it can be compared to German, or even Latin.
It takes a young person 9 years to learn. Mistakes in declension can lead to hilarious
logical conclusions. In this respect, already the title suggests that the NHS may be
in the process of examining patient-less cases of Chlamydia. This is because in
Slovak you correctly cannot say “Chlamydia examinations”, but you would have to
say “testing someone (e.g. patients) for Chlamydia”.
Apparent complete disregard for the correct structure of the Slovak language then
continues throughout the document, possibly culminating in the footnotes. One
of them suggests that Chlamydia is a condition affecting pregnant women, and the
other that there would be an Agency for the Interrogation of
Chlamydia (something like the KGB).

But the undisputed star sits under the first bullet. It instructs patients to write their
full name and date of birth on tampons!
I informed in detail about the quality of this “translation” a relevant department at
a hospital where I visited. The Sister close to retirement replied that it was not
them who translated it, and they continued distributing the leaflet. I was eventually
stopped from working for that organization.
I believe that copies of documents and letters in the name of consultants that are
available to me show, that individuals with limited linguistic skills were used in
several parts of the NHS, while some of the translations they presented contain
possibly even purposeful distortions. One such distortion concerning a child was
particularly hurtful to a patient who later died of self-harm.
One representative of an agency referred to as
“The Boss” by his colleagues, paid local applicants
£10 per hour; while the British taxpayer was
charged £30 and £32 for their attendance as
professional linguists. That agency was connected
to a local authority and did not require CRBs.
Applicants could become engaged as “medical
interpreters”, and they would gain access to the Acute Assessment Unit, the
Theatre, and the Delivery Suite, based on an e-mail to “The Boss”. That person was
given the task of booking interpreters on behalf of the NHS hospital and the booking
office at the hospital could not say if and when he will send one of his
representatives to a gastroenterology appointment in December 2009.
Representatives were turning up where the patient did not need and want the
interpreter. A patient born without testicles was made to have the representative
sitting in on his most private consultation with the endocrinologist, and presumably,
the hospital paid for the attendance. The representative was also personally
known to the patient.
In September 2009 a distraught cancer patient was left shaking in tears as staff
attempted to force on the patient another interpreter instead of the person familiar
with the case. After some scenes and a manager called in, the patient had their

interpreter, but the payment for the job went to the agency attached to the local
authority for the interpreter who has not done the work.
My complaints to relevant supervisory and funding bodies led to my gradual
suspension in all public services. My personal appeal to 44 members of the
Parliament, including several Cabinet ministers, seems to have yielded some
changes which I noted as they were being implemented. One such change appears
to have included the introduction of telephone services for routine appointments
at GPs, with personal attendances limited to exceptional cases.
While some language companies would want me to attend other hospitals shires
apart, because, they claim, there are no other interpreters with medical experience
and with CRBs to work with children and vulnerable people in the county, the
hospital in question allegedly supplied in September 2012 for a gravely ill patient
and their family a local person who refused to give their name, but asserted to be
interpreting at that hospital “for years”. This would be, while primary care allegedly
could not supply a single Slovak or Czech interpreter, even though the Chief
Executive wrote a letter of 06.10.09 indicating … that the language company
confirmed to us that they have recently recruited “additional local Slovak
interpreters who, following final checks for relevant qualifications will be available
to provide services…” (Underlined Corascendea).
NB: That letter was written nearly three months into the contract supposedly
running, and with previous services, including for terminally ill patients,
disconnected.
Mr G died in October 2010 while not following the instructions of the doctor. He
asked for an interpreter, but no interpreter was supplied.
A manager responsible for complaints and for the provision of languages at the
hospital went to the papers to state that every patient should have a say on the
quality of services, including small children, and that same manager’s department
via another person responsible for the actual provision, asserted that Slovak
patients will not be choosing their interpreter. All Slovak complaints were ignored
and not a single letter by a Slovak patient was replied to.

